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Surfing versus Drilling

Michiel Kolman and Sjors de Heuvel
International Publishers Association / Elsevier

“Yes Dave. Happy to do that for you.”

Why AI, machine learning, and blockchain will lead to deeper “drilling”
Once the cornerstone of scholarly communication across disciplines, the monograph book, in which an author could
delve into one topic in great detail, has
been proclaimed dead – at least in the
exact sciences. Now that it is gone, what
will replace it? While the “digital-liberal era” – as the editors of Infozine
have dubbed it – provides us with
access to more and more sources (databases and other software), improved
reach (through a variety of media), and
contact with peers on a continuous basis
(social networks), these tools do not
leave scientists with extra time to read
up on recently published material. At
the same time, the scientific community
in general is worried about the integrity
and reproducibility of its research.
Though still in its infant phase, we
believe that modern technologies such
as machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) will allow us to “surf” with
unprecedented speed, while balancing
the “drilling” depth, quality, and insight
attributed to the monograph – but without its physical confinements.
When talking about AI, many
of us think of HAL 9000, the antagonistic robot from 2001: A Space Odyssey
who ultimately turns against its human
space ship crew (including Dave, for
those who did not get the reference in
the title). However, according to the
Artificial Intelligence Index “today’s AI
systems have far less common-sense
reasoning than that of a five-year-old
child. [1]. Nonetheless, the technology
is expected to develop rapidly in the
coming years and is already being applied by STM (Science, Technology,
Medicine) publishers in a variety of
ways. As research is becoming increasingly multi-disciplinary, scientists need
to quickly come up to speed on topics
outside their core discipline. Elsevier’s
ScienceDirect database now features an
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extra layer titled “Topics” which draws
from citeable book sources to concisely
define unfamiliar terms in articles and
connect content across disciplines – all
using automated approaches for information extraction. In a way, “Topics” is
the 21st century answer to the encyclopaedia, serving as an introduction to
new subjects. It is powered by AI, but
based on reliable peer-reviewed information.
Similar innovations are taking
place across the industry – especially
where it concerns reliability. In 2017
Digital Science launched “Dimensions,” a research information database
that makes use of AI to automatically
link publications with grants, policy,
data and metrics. This year the company
joined hands with Springer Nature and
Amsterdam-based start-up Katalysis to
test how “blockchain” technology
might support the peer review process.
A strong candidate for “Buzzword of
2018,” blockchain has so far powered
the Bitcoin system. It is essentially a
technology for decentralized, self-regulating data [2]. You could see it as a
ledger to which the members of a peerto-peer network can add “blocks” of information, but single users are unable to
modify what is already there. Scientists
and publishers alike believe that blockchain might make the exchange of
scholarly information more secure and
transparent – and peer review less
biased, but more visible and trustworthy. Though AI, machine learning, and
blockchain should never be regarded as
a one-size-fits-all solution to academia’s problems, these technologies
have the potential to leave us more
opportunity for “drilling.”
Elsevier’s Topics and Digital
Science’s blockchain experiments are
small steps towards an entirely new paradigm in scholarly communication.

Already today, we see that on bornonline platforms (such as “PLOS”) the
line between journals is disappearing. In
the digital space, there is no need for
volumes, issues or even page numbers.
And as most research has moved online,
articles are increasingly cross-referenced through direct (DOI) links. What
was once a print journal – or a printed
monograph – has moved through the
database age, and is now gradually integrated into an online scientific community in which the exchange of information is continually supported by a
social network of peers – and validated
by the publisher. As AI and machine
learning technologies further develop in
the coming years, computers will be
able to automatically arrange and
instantly present information that is relevant to a specific user. The sharing of
datasets through social networks might
even give way to an environment in
which an experiment can be simulated
digitally, leading to research becoming
more efficient and focused. Finally,
blockchain has the potential to strengthen and modernize peer review, reinforcing the crucial importance of securing
trustworthy information in STM publishing.
As happened during the early
years of the Internet, many of the predictions we make today will not hold up
in the long run, or they will take on a
different form than we initially expected. Whatever the future may hold,
the innovations publishers are introducing today point towards a near future
that not only allows us to “surf” efficiently, but offers equal opportunity to
“drill” deeper. Instead of being constrained by the physical shape or length
of a book, through innovations like
Topics we will be able to delve into a
topic drawing from an endless list of
sources that are tailored, arranged and
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presented to meet the needs of any
researcher. Most importantly, the publisher has ensured that information is
curated, validated, and reliable through
blockchain peer-review.
Whether someone would like
to get a quick grasp of an emerging field
or take in only the most minute
discoveries within their own – it will all
be just a click away, saving scientists
precious time and effort they would
rather spend on what they do best:
Research.
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